
Over time our team have developed and refined a range of different copper and
brass finishes. Please find details of each of our finishes included within this

document.

All finishes, with the exception of our natural copper or brass, are treated with an
appropriate protective coating in order to help to protect and preserve the chosen

finish. We make use of multiple coats of a durable, hard-wearing marine grade lacquer.

Finish Collection

Natural

Satin

High Polish

Antique Copper

Antique Brass

Marbled

Verdigris

Matt Black



Our Natural Finishes are amongst the most popular of our finishes range.

Over time, copper and brass that is left untreated will develop a natural layer of tarnish, darkening in
colour to a variety of rustic tones. This layer brings both anti-microbial and corrosion resistant

properties, making it a perfect choice for both indoor and outdoor use.

Available in copper or brass.

One of the brilliant properties of copper and brass is their ability to prevent the growth and proliferation
of harmful germs, bacteria and viruses that are spread with the human touch.

Natural copper and brass when left unlacquered is a self cleaning metal, which is why we think that it is
the ideal choice for our range of handles, showers and taps.

Natural Finish



Our Satin finishes are one of our most popular finishes.

Our Satin Finishes are polished and finished to the same level of polish as our natural finishes, however
each item is then protected with multiple coats of lacquer to protect and prevent natural tarnish from

occuring.

Available in copper or brass.

The multiple coats of protective lacquer help to prevent the gradual tarnishing (darkening in colour) of
copper and brass over time. This a perfect choice if you wish to keep the original shine of our polished

finish.

Satin Finish



Our High Polish Finish involves taking the copper or brass through a number of stages of polishing in
order to obtain an extremely deep and reflective surface. This finish is perfect for obtaining a striking

and luxurious feel in the chosen material.

Available in copper, brass and chrome.

The multiple coats of protective lacquer help to prevent the gradual tarnishing (darkening in colour) of
copper and brass over time. This is perfect for retaining the highly polished nature of this finish.

High Polish Finish



For our Antique copper finish, we take the copper through a natural tarnishing process. This process
allows us to darken the material and give a finish that is bold and full of character.

Aged items are taken through a controlled ageing process, whereby the material can be naturally made to
darken in colour. We then add an aged, weathered effect through a light sanding on the materials surface.

Antique Copper

Aged Copper (Finished with protective beeswax coating)



As with our Antique copper finish, here we take brass through a natural tarnishing process. This process
allows us to darken the material, bringing out a range of characterful tones and textures in the brass.

Antique items are taken through a controlled ageing process, whereby the material can be naturally
made to darken in colour. We then add an aged, weathered effect through a light sanding on the

materials surface.

Antique Brass

Aged Brass (Finished with protective beeswax coating)



For our Marbled finish, copper is heat-treated in order to create a colourful rainbow effect on the
materials surface. Once a desired effect is achieved, this finish is lacquered to prevent the finish from

dulling.

Each and every finish is completely unique in nature, and contains a wide range of striking colours.

Available in copper.

Marbled items have been burnished under extreme heat to reveal a colourfil finish. These rainbow
colours are sure to be the talking point of any kitchen, bathroom or living space.

Marbled Finish



Verdigris refers to the natural blue-green patina that develops when copper weathers as a result of
exposure to air and seawater over time. Usually this is a natural process that occurs over many years, we

however could not wait that long to release this finish as option on our copper hardware.

Available in copper.

Verdigris copper develops a beautiful blue-green colour, and a texture that is smooth to touch but
visually rough, weathered and full of character. Each item is unique in its appearance.

Verdigris Finish



Our Matt Black finish makes use of striking bold black dyed copper. Available in a range of different
colour combinations, from full black to a mix of standard and dyed copper.

Available in copper.

We have a collection of durable matt black door handles offered in a variety of designs from all over matt
black finish to a bi-colour matt black and copper design. These matt black knobs and matt black cabinet

pulls have a one of a kind urban aesthetic which will suit a contemporary style space.

Matt Black Finish



Care & Protection

Lacquered Items

Lacquered items generally require little mainenance, however a simple clean and dusting every now and
then can help to bring back your items shine. We advise cleaning with a soft cloth and warm, soapy water.
In order to protect the lacquer coating, we advise against the use of harsh cleaning products or abrasive

cloths.

Lacquered items include : Satin, High Polish, Antique Copper & Brass, Marbled, Verdigris and Matt Black.

Natural Items

Natural items are left without a protective coating. This allows the copper or brass to build up a layer of
tarnish over time. This layer of tarnish not only creates a decorative and often appealing patina, but is also

anti-microbial and prevents further corrosion from taking place.

Natural items can however be easily restored to their previous shine by polishing with a metal cleaning
product such as ‘Brasso’. These products can easily be purchased Online or at your local hardware store.

Natural items include : Natural Copper & Brass


